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From Sandra…  

I want to thank everyone in the community who have been so supportive and sent cards and good wishes 

to my husband, Robert, during his recent illness and hospitalization. He has been lifted up by your 

thoughtfulness, and is grateful to live where so many wonderful people are our neighbors and friends. He 

is up and about, gaining strength every day, progressing well. He can hardly wait to get back into his 

1952 MGTD, test driving this little gem throughout the neighborhood once again….won’t be long! 

Early this year, Robbie Davis, our Landscape Committee Chairman, proposed the idea of having a ‘Yard of 

the Month’ designation in Pebble Ridge, acknowledging the hard work many of our residents do everyday 

day maintaining and beautifying their landscape. Happily, we will begin this new program this month. The 

sign, specially made for this honor, will be displayed in the yard voted ‘the yard of the month’ by the 

Landscape Committee. So look for the sign! We hope many of you landscapers will be inspired and 

rewarded for all your hard work with the ‘Yard of the Month’ award! 

Other Updates:   

 We would like to have a community yard sale on May 30, 2015.  The more that participate 

the better it will be!  We will be putting an ad on craigslist and on Facebook as well as the 

newspaper.  We will also have signs around to advertise!  Please see a board member if you 

have any questions. 

 We are still on track to be paved but it will not be happening for the next 3 weeks at least.  

We will keep you updated on the exact timing as soon as anyone can tell us. 

 Our website has been updated and includes all the latest minutes of the board meetings as 

well as all of our contact information.  We are looking to create a Facebook page as well.  

Please “friend” me on fb so that we can get that moving in the right direction:  Sonja 

Gaschler Bryant. 

 We are in the process of forming a covenant review committee.   Several community 

members are involved in the process and will be meeting very soon! 

 Please take time to review the covenants and be sure to be aware of them if you are doing 

updates around your home as well as with parking on the streets and cul-de-sacs.   

Featured Neighbor: 

 Mitchell and Carrie Polin live at 16 Pine View Terrace.  She is currently serving as our Vice-

President and she works at BMW.  They have a beautiful 2 year old daughter and 3 fun 

dogs!  They have lived her for 1 ½ years and are both Clemson grads!  Go Tigers!   

Until next time! Sonja 


